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Dear Readers,
We have no way of knowing what the world around
us will look like by the time you hold this issue in your
hands. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the terrible
war in Ukraine are things we cannot dismiss from our
minds, nor do we want to. And yet we look to the
future with hope and optimism. We hope this summer
issue of THE WEEKENDER will serve as inspiration and
a pleasant distraction that causes everyday life to fade
into the background for a few hours. Inappropriate?
Perhaps. But we firmly believe that such tiny acts of
escape are crucial for our wellbeing.
The topics presented on the following pages include:
Ice cubes and their cultural history -> p. 32 . How Cannes
changes during the Film Festival -> p. 100. A visit to an
alternative residential community in the Netherlands
-> p. 64 . Not forgetting a new series entitled »Pretty
Hotels,« where we collaborate with the website of the
same name to showcase carefully selected favorite
places to stay -> p. 118 .
Thank you for buying or subscribing to this
magazine! By doing so, you are helping keep small
independent publications like THE WEEKENDER alive.
Unfortunately we are not immune to steadily rising
paper prices, transport costs, and postal rates, and
have been forced to modestly adjust our prices. We
hope you understand why this decision was necessary.
Please note that subscriptions and orders of past issues
from our webshop are unaffected.
Here’s to a sunny, peaceful summer!
Dirk Mönkemöller & Christian Schneider
The next issue of THE WEEKENDER will be published on
November 23, 2022.
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What were the locations of your photos?

I started the series in 2003 and if I recall correctly, I took the first pictures on a photo trip to France
and then discovered more beach showers in Tunisia,
Spain, and Italy.
Beach showers are meeting points, focal points of
social life. But you decided to sidestep people altogether in your photos. Why was that?

Well, it’s an interesting question. My first pictures did include tourists and locals everywhere in
colorful, peaceful coexistence. But over time I found
myself becoming more and more fascinated by the psychology of those places. I was increasingly captivated
by the silent stories recounted by the beach showers to
vast, empty expanses. I want to create space for interpretations and emotions, not just deliver a photo-story.
After all, we’ve all been to the seaside some time or
other and we all have our own shower at home… Oh,
sorry, I have to correct myself; even though I haven’t
included people in the pictures, there are always traces
of their presence— forgotten swimsuit, a towel hung out
to dry, a pair of sliders neatly placed next to the shower.

� Photography – The Feeling of Summer
When Patrick Brinkschulte and his camera
aren’t on the move for press and magazine
commissions, he seeks out beach showers as
subjects for his photography. Here, Patrick reveals to us what fascinates him so about these
stark pillars of concrete, wood or steel.
Interview

Andreas Grüter

Found on beaches all over the world, impassively jutting into the sky like sculptures, defying wind, sun, salt,
and rain day in, day out: beach showers are more than

personal hygiene stations—they are silent witnesses to
life along the oceanfront. In the images by photographer
Patrick Brinkschulte from Stuttgart, Germany, they are
beckoned to take center stage and tell their stories.
Your photos of beach showers are so redolent of
summer, sun, and sea. How on earth do you get
through the winter months?

Pretty well, actually. I admit the photos are always charged with a certain muted longing for warming
sunshine, but I love the constant change of the seasons. If there were no spring, fall, or winter, I wouldn’t
be able to truly savor the beautiful hot months of summer, and to be perfectly honest the unceasing hustle
and bustle of endless summer would be overwhelming
after a while.

The photos capture a certain melancholy, a kind of
grief for carefree times now gone…

My perspective of the showers is simultaneously
rational and sentimental. My parents were great Francophiles and I spent virtually every vacation, from
childhood into my teenage years, in France. But we
often took only a brief stopover in Paris and then continued driving to the Atlantic coast. Of course the photos are documentary in style, but at the same time they
rekindled many personal memories of free and easy
times on distant beaches. I’ve been toying with the idea
of moving to the ocean for years.
Your camera casts you in the role of observer. Did you
ever try out the showers you photographed?

No, I always stayed firmly in character as an
observer.

Deserted: few details in these
photographs reveal that the beach
showers are actually used.
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When do you think people should use beach showers? Straight after coming out of the water, or just
before going home?

As a child, I loved the feeling of having lingering traces of salt on my skin and in my hair as we set off
for home in Germany after a long seaside vacation. Not
too much has changed since those times. Some people
feel the urge to shower immediately after every dip,
but I’m not one of them; I love the feeling of the salt
water drying on my skin. Showering is what I do in the
evening just before heading for home.
What kind of soundtrack do your photos have, and
what are your reading recommendations—for both
before and after showering?

My top six soundtrack choices would be: »1982«
by the band Fenster. »Okinawa,« a song by South Korean singer/songwriters 92914, which my daughter
played to me. The Better Daze version of the Stranglers

»The wilderness starts precisely
where the beach and its showers end,«
affirms Patrick Brinkschulte.

classic »Golden Brown.« John Martyn’s »Solid Air.«
Harvey Mandel’s »Baby Batter.« And to finish, a helping of electronic Brazilian flavor with »Criançada« by
Nicola Cruz. Beach reading? Haruki Murakami’s »Norwegian Wood,« »The Gift of the Spirit« by Prentice
Mulford, and »Journey By Moonlight« by Antal Szerb
would all be along, together with my favorite book,
»The Prospector« by J.M.G. Le Clézio. And as a reminder that the wilderness starts precisely where the
beach and its showers end, my final recommendation is
Nastassja Martin’s »In the Eye of the Wild.«
→ patrickbrinkschulte.com
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� Tools – Cutting to the Chase

Austrian photographer Michael Königshofer loves
traveling through Nordic Europe and documenting his
explorations of Iceland, Norway, et al. He has now published a book of photos that make snow and ice enticing
even at the height of summer. Great title, great book.

Good secateurs are an essential part of any gardener’s
armory. Now a young Berlin-based couple has designed
secateurs that leave DIY-store standard issue in the
dust. Made in Germany, their anvil secateurs have handsewn leather grips available in four colors. Not only do
they work flawlessly: they also enhance any garden or
balcony setting.

→ teneues.com

→ chopchopbloom.com

� Book – 6 Months in the Fridge

� Drink – Islay on the Beach
Summer in a glass: Place 35 ml Laphroaig »10 Year
Old,« 10 ml lemon juice, 20 ml agave syrup (alternatively honey syrup or gomme syrup), 100 ml coconut
water, and two shakes of cardamom bitters in a highball
glass with ice. Top up with more ice and coconut water,
stir, and garnish with candied ginger. Enjoy in the sun.
→ laphroaig.com

� Bar – Gian Paolo e Marco
A little piece of Italy in the heart of Stuttgart, an oasis of
joie de vivre and flamboyant architecture. If even the restrooms are this far out, what does the rest of the bar look
like? Drop in and find out. The drinks will do the rest.
→ gpem-stuttgart.de

50 years of Doctors Without Borders. Founded in Paris in 1971, recipient of a Nobel Prize, and a last resort for many today:
Médecins Sans Frontières, also known as Doctors Without Borders. To mark this occasion, NOMOS Glashütte has released a
limited-edition watch: Tangente 38 – 50 ans de Médecins Sans Frontières. The handmade self-winding movement is regulated
according to chronometer standards. This special edition is limited to 2021 pieces and available internationally for the first time.
For each watch sold, 100 euros will directly go to people in need. Available at select retailers, as well as here: nomos-glashuette.com
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Islamic art degree course, she took up an internship at
a magazine on antique textiles. Realizing the scale of
her passion for art and crafts, she opened her first gallery immediately after returning to Berlin, recalling: »I
jumped in at the deep end!« She still regards her work
as a process, with much still in a state of flux. »That
firm belief that you have the gallery program sorted for
the next twenty years…« she laughs. Suddenly Anahita Sadighi is confident and optimistic: as if proving
how superpowers can spring from doubt.

� Art – Superpowers
Anahita Sadighi grew up between art and
music, between Iran and Germany. Today the
Berlin resident is the director of two galleries
of ancient and contemporary art.
Jasmin Jouhar

Check out those superpowers! Anahita Sadighi opened
her first gallery in Berlin—named »Anahita Arts of
Asia« and specializing in ancient Middle and East
Asian art—at the age of twenty-six. Her next venture,
»Anahita Contemporary,« followed two years later and
two doors down. In 2020, amid the pandemic, Sadighi
joined forces with two partners to open an exhibition space named »Studio 4 Berlin.« At barely thirty,
Sadighi thus already reigns over her own small art empire. But the daughter of Iranian immigrants is anything but a composed, confident ruler; in our interview
she appears constantly torn and beset by doubt. When
talking about how to position her work on the Berlin art
scene, which she criticizes as far too Eurocentric and
white, she describes herself as feeling like a »misfit.«
Particularly as, unlike many other art agents, she is often deeply personally involved in her projects; at her
gallery events, she has presented readings of Persian
poetry and taken part in performances. A photograph
of her taken at the start of the year depicts the gallerist
with three other women. When she was preparing the
exhibition, a show combining contemporary works with
art by Persian nomad women, she thought long and hard
about whether she should do it as the descendant of a
Persian nomad family. »Is it the right thing to do, or is
it crossing a line?«
So where does Anahita Sadighi, despite her
doubts, draw her superpowers? »From the space between,« she replies. The space between cultures,
which she and many others from migration backgrounds inhabit. The space between her longed-for
home and birthplace of Iran and her real-life home of
Germany, where she grew up. »I love Germany,« she
affirms. »I’m at home here.« Yet she describes how she
has always moved between worlds, influenced by both
cultures. That space between is a fount of strength,
of inspiration, of creativity. And then there’s her father, Hamid Sadighi Neiriz, Berlin-based artist, collector, and for many years likewise a gallerist. While
Anahita Sadighi is well aware of the privilege of her
childhood, spent surrounded by art and developing the
ability to approach it intuitively; she notes that with a

A N A H I TA SA D I G H I ’S
3 FAVO RI T E O BJ E C T S
GHASHGHAI KILIM
Antique hand-knotted rugs and kilims
made by Persian nomadic women can
trace ancient origins and are stunningly
beautiful. And yet they still have to
establish their place in the art world. This
kilim is a wool-on-wool weave from the
south Persian region of Fars. It is geometric in structure, with intense colors and
a powerfully individual character. Kilims
like this were used as decorative floor
coverings in tents. Their patterns draw on
elemental symbols from ancient times.
This nomadic textile art was produced
exclusively by women, and thus unfurls a
history of women’s strength.

→ anahita-arts-of-asia.com

Detail of the S*HEROES exhibition, with contemporary works
side by side with art by nomadic Persian women.

»THE TAME BIRD«
Hinduism once held the belief that
Hindus who leave their home and cross
the seas from India lose the essence of
their being, excluded from their religion
and caste and thus trapped ad infinitum
in the cycle of reincarnation. Photographer Kalpesh Lathigra reflects on how
puzzling this idea seemed to him while
growing up in the UK, and addresses
themes of identity, home, and origins.
All photographs in the series were taken
in Mumbai, the city he describes as his
spiritual home. I find this image (»The
Tame Bird,« 2019) very moving. I love
the hues and the atmosphere created in
the picture. The bird sitting on top of
its (color-coordinated) cage, quiet and
contemplative, is so on point.
»DD12H01«
Berlin artist Dieter Detzner examines
themes of appropriation and perception
of spatial contexts in his sculptures, installations, and reliefs. My first encounter
with Dieter’s work was love at first sight.
»DD12H01« is a display case of acrylic
glass, shot through by intersecting lines;
at its center, protected and enclosed, sits
a dried snake’s head fritillary or chessflower (Fritillaria meleagris). The acrylic
material catches the light, its luminous
edges echoing the abstract shapes. This
highly poetic work captures the reciprocation between an organically grown
form and the geometrically abstract
lines.

Wide-ranging interests and a thirst for action:
Anahita Sadighi

Portrait photo: Isabell Kessler

Text

legacy of that magnitude in the background, it is naturally a challenge to forge one’s own path. She recalls
how many people did not take her seriously when she
started out, assuming she must be backed by someone else—perhaps her father. »You have to be really
tough,« she points out. »Although actually, so do all
women.«
Anahita Sadighi is herself surprised at her success in continuing her father’s work, because even as
a teenager she was convinced that music was her destiny. She began piano lessons at the age of five and always dreamed of becoming a pianist. A stay in London
was the turning point; during a cultural studies and
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Family bonds: Son
Tom works alongside his mother
(unfortunately
headless in our
photo) and father.
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These pajamas represent the latest incarnation
of Tom’s underwear and swimwear company. Founded
in 2015 in Paris, where he was living at the time, the
unconventional family enterprise is today helmed from
his base in Germany. As Tom recounts: »I reversed the
order—first I started a business and then involved my
parents.« Mother Una looks after administration, logistics, and shipping, and also hand-writes the little messages that accompany every order. Father Andris is the
face of the brand, a creative mind, and a fount of new
ideas. The team also includes grandmother Viktorija as
a Tom Àdam model.
The result is a constant seesawing between the
generations, combining meticulous handcrafted production with lightning-quick, quirky social media posts.
Every six weeks Tom returns to the family’s home
city of Riga to visit the factory, monitor production, and
eat dinner with the family. The visits serve as meetings
for discussing business topics as well as occasions to
talk over family affairs. The members of the team are
unanimous in their appreciation of quality over quantity.
Production is strictly limited and eschews lockstep with
an official fashion calendar. The new collection, »Batch
#3,« has just launched—this time adding a range of
sleep masks to the pajama styles.

� Hideaway (West) – Neugrad
In the Eifel Nature Park to the south of the Cologne/
Rhine area, seven stylish vacation properties are dotted
around an unspoilt car-free site. Crafted using ecological materials and sleeping two to four guests, the houses
have wood-burning stoves and a Finnish sauna for an
extra helping of rest and relaxation.
→ neugrad-eifel.de

→ tomadam.fr

� Fashion – Taking Sleepwear to the Max
Underwear brand Tom Àdam aspires to replace our jogging pants with stylish pajamas.
And why not! We talked to the founder of the
Latvian family-run company.
Text

Maíra Goldschmidt

We meet up with Tom Adam Vitolins late one afternoon
in a café in Berlin Neukölln. He orders a latte. Even
without a night of partying behind him, the 25-year-old
is wearing casually stylish pajamas—and the barista
appears to be completely unfazed. Tom’s choice to wear
pajamas is a core part of his lifestyle. »I don’t neces-

sarily sleep in pajamas, but I’m always in pajamas,« he
smiles. His 2020-launched Tom Àdam brand produces
the sleepwear for all genders, age groups, sizes, and occasions.
The garments are manufactured in Latvia from
Tencel fabric sourced in Portugal and finished with
corozo buttons from Germany. They have a loose,
easy-going cut and an elasticated waist, as the least you
would expect from comfy sleepwear. But they also feature belt loops and pockets—two patch pockets on the
top, and two slit pockets and a back pocket on the pants.
If it weren’t for the classic stripe print, nobody would
ever notice they were pajamas. Tom explains: »The idea
is a 24 for 7 pajamas, with which you can take a nap
whenever you are and at the same time look chic in your
pajamas.«

� Hideaway (East) – Raus
In a similar concept, Raus operates a current total of
four cabins in the environs of Berlin. These tiny houses
for two people are situated on the edge of a forest, near
a lake, or in an orchard. Their precise locations are
kept secret up to the moment of booking, protecting
their tranquillity as havens of relaxation. Further cabins
(sleeping four) are in the planning stage.
→ raus.life
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Stephanie
Oberg &
Simon
Homes

The fashion designers live in an old
house in the London district of Dalston.
It doubles as their studio, where they
design fashion that combines casual
style with natural roots.

Photos & Text Sina Opalka
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lin. As Sono outlines her career, Simon listens with a warm, open smile.
He wears a shirt and pants from their
own collection, his long hair tucked
back behind his ears.
English-born Simon was also
drawn to the Hanseatic city after taking his degree in fashion: »I wanted
to get out of England because at
that stage I didn’t know anywhere
except London. I thought Hamburg
was great; everything was so new
for me,« Simon reminisces. »I didn’t
speak German and I didn’t have any
money. But I did have a job offer in
my pocket!« During his studies in
London Simon had worked as an
assistant for a tailor well known for
making suits for celebrity actors. »I
loved working there, crafting those
bespoke suits with all of their attention to detail and the precision that
went into every step,« recalls Simon,
still rhapsodizing today: »I was so
driven by enthusiasm that I never

S
Stephanie and Simon are a team: as
a couple, as parents, and as fashion designers jointly owning and
running the SONO label. They have
both been in the fashion industry for
over twenty years and have known
each other for equally long, first
meeting while working in Hamburg.
I visit them in their Dalston home
one grey day and am ushered into
the creative chaos of their basement
studio, a bright, welcoming and tranquil space with a clutter of tea mugs
and a half-eaten croissant on the
table and fabric remnants scattered
here and there. The walls are lined
with pictures to serve as inspiration;

a clothes rail contains a selection
of tops in natural white. Although
modestly sized, their workspace is
perfect for two people with a close
relationship.
Stephanie, nicknamed Sono,
originally comes from a small village
near Munich, which she left to pursue
fashion studies in Hamburg: »Good
times! The courses were extremely
technical and practical but also offered plenty of freedom, so I had a
lot of scope to experiment,« recalls
the designer, now in her mid-forties.
Newly graduated, she took up a series of styling assistant jobs and an
internship at Kostas Murkudis in Ber-

flinched from taking on tasks that
nobody else wanted, and I learnt so
much that way.«
But in one of life’s quirks of
fate, Simon landed a dream job with
Paul Smith in London, and Sono
spontaneously went along. Back
then in 2004, Sono’s own label—still
named »von Sono« at the time—was
already up and running. When Sono
scooped an award at a photography
and fashion festival in the south of
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France, inquiries from Japan began
to arrive. »Our first orders from Japan started to come in shortly after
we’d arrived in London, so I started
to work on them.« Sono ran her label
alone for almost fourteen years, with
a short break when the twins came
along; Simon joined the company
just last year.
The binational couple’s label embodies tasteful, idiosyncratic
fashion designed to feel good in
wear, but also to be sustainable—
the paramount goal. Right from the
start of her career, Sono had always
taken fabric remnants from other
designers and transformed them
into something new. »Today we’d
probably call it upcycling, but it was
already a huge trend twenty years
ago. In those days, it was known as
customization,« she explains. Comfort and the feelgood factor are
prime drivers of her work, and are
high priorities when she starts on
every new piece. »It’s pretty hard
to communicate that essence from
a photo of the products, or when
they are folded on a shelf,« says Simon, adding: »Our pieces are definitely for people with a strong affinity and love for fashion.« SONO
clothing is designed for long life;
an item that is truly loved is worn
constantly for many years and perhaps even handed down or passed
on. This is precisely what the couple
has in mind. »Over time, our pieces
develop their own characters and
become part of a myriad stories,«
explains Sono. »When I was little,
I loved dressing up in my mother’s
and father’s clothes. There are so
many memories involved.«
After spells as a designer for
Paul Smith and later for Uniqlo, Simon has now braved the leap into
self-employment and supports his
partner’s vision: »I was terrified in
the beginning, I didn’t even have a
clue how to fill in a tax return. But
now we have our own company and
spend a lot of time in our studio
working away happily.«

During the COVID-19 lockdowns over the past few years, the
couple made the decision to drop
some of their modesty in their PR.
»Unfortunately, fashion as a phenomenon is intrinsically non-sustainable. Fashion is the ultimate in
capitalism. It’s really hard to produce sustainable fashion, but we
put one hundred percent of our
efforts into achieving it, and we accept no compromises,« says Sono.
As both wax passionate about the
topic, it becomes clear to me what
a central role sustainability plays in
their work.
The majority of fabrics used
by SONO are sourced in Europe,
where they are also processed.
There is fine-rib fabric knitted in Capri. Organic cotton from Turkey and
Greece is used instead of imports
from Africa or the USA. The cotton is
spun and woven in Italy, while sewing operations are based in France
and knits come from England, where
older women in cottage industries
pour their dedication and love into
producing pullovers. This helps to
minimize the eco-footprint of the
products. »We only use unbleached
natural white fabrics, and choose
the color palette by pure instinct,«
says Simon.
This awareness and appreciation of what constitutes true value
also imbues Sono and Simon’s home.
The narrow four-story townhouse,
built 1860, is located in a tranquil
part of Dalston yet is only a few
steps away from the district’s pulsing
multicultural life. Every floor has a
fireplace, once used for heating the
house. The couple loves to recall the
day they entered the house for the
first time and met the owner, who
spent his entire life there since birth.
The family has now lived there for
ten years and continually breathes
new life into its old walls. The interiors are warm-hearted, intuitive, and
always in flux; relocating within the
house is all part of everyday life for
the couple.

»It’s really hard to produce sustainable fashion,
but we put one hundred
percent of our efforts into
achieving it.«
— Stephanie Oberg
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Many of the objects are a few,
or even several, decades old and rub
shoulders with more modern treasures, yet nothing looks out of place;
everything seems to belong exactly
where it is. A major priority for Sono
and Simon was to retain as much as
possible of the house’s original state,
and they have spread their renovations over many years with the aim
of saving as much energy as possible in modernizing their home.
»We used a lot of sustainable and
recycled materials, from the floors
and fireplaces to the bathtub,« says
Sono. The previous owner had been
anxious to know that the house was
in good hands. He still sends them a
Christmas card.
→ vonsono.de

»We removed layers and
layers of horrible paint,
varnish, glue, wallpaper and
carpets, but kept as much
patina and character as
possible.«
— Simon Homes
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Ice

The New
Beach vacations, drinks on the patio, a cocktail
in a bar—ice cubes and summer are inseparable
companions. An exploration of the cultural
history of ice. Plus instructions on producing
crystal-clear ice cubes at home.

Ice Age
Text Nicole Klauß

Photos Jule Frommelt
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Once upon a time, ice was a luxury. A natural product
used to conserve foods and reserved for inhabitants of
regions with freezing winters and access to lakes and
rivers. The rest of the world used salt, oil, sugar, or vine
gar to keep foods edible, or dried or smoked them. But
the invention of refrigeration in the nineteenth century
changed everything. Thanks to modern refrigeration and
transport technology, perishable foods can now be sent
to anywhere in the world and home refrigerators and
freezers prolong their freshness. Today it’s impossible
for us to imagine what our daily lives would have been
like without refrigeration.

Unusual cargo
One hot summer in the early nineteenth century,
an ice-cold drink served at a dinner party inspired a
young man from the upper echelons of Bostonian society
and his brother to come up with the idea of shipping
blocks of ice to warmer climes. Hare-brained scheme
or brilliant business? Boston society was skeptical. The
local newspaper ran the headline »No joke.« On the
morning of February 13, 1806—the year the cocktail
was born—a brig laden with an unusual cargo sailed
out of Boston harbor bound for the Caribbean island of
Martinique. On the bridge of the »Favorite« stood twenty-two-year-old Frederic Tudor. The hold was packed
with 130 tons of crystal-clear blocks of ice cut from
Rockwood Pond, a small lake on the estate of the Tudor
family.
That first voyage proved a disaster. One-third of
the cargo melted on the passage, while the Caribbean
heat almost finished off the rest. To add insult to injury,
sales were sluggish, and Tudor returned home deep in
debt. Undeterred, he launched further attempts, punctuated by spells in debtors’ prisons. But bad weather con-

stantly stymied his experiment; too cold, and the harbors froze, too warm, and the precious cargo itself was
in jeopardy. The tide turned in the mid-1820s when Tudor’s friend, Nathaniel Jarvis Wyeth, invented a horsedrawn ice cutter or »ice plow.« Business boomed, and
Frederic Tudor became the spearhead of a new industry.
Icehouses materialized along lakeshores and riverbanks
in which the ice was stored and prepared for transport.
Tudor became the »Boston Ice King,« delivering his
cargo worldwide. Only Europe remained closed to his
enterprise, sourcing its ice from Norway.
The first »ammonia absorption refrigeration
machines,« invented in France, reached the southern
states of the USA in 1862 and cast dark clouds over the
ice trade. In 1859 French engineer Ferdinand Carré had
invented a machine for freezing water by rapid evaporation of condensed ammonia. Carl von Linde’s compressed ammonia refrigeration system folloed in 1873.
Suddenly ice could be made anywhere, any time, and
dealing in natural ice became a less and less inviting
prospect. In addition, the rising pollution levels that
accompanied industrialization meant that the frozen
water of the ice blocks was no longer clean enough to
achieve the required degree of transparency. Yet all this
aside, Frederic Tudor’s hare-brained scheme had made
him a wealthy man. The first »ice trader« in history, he
changed and influenced the eating and drinking habits
of people all over the world.

Ice in bar culture
Ice is still an indispensable component of drinks
today—and one that is frequently underestimated. Japan’s bar culture was the first to make a feature of crystal-clear ice. Today virtually every bar with claims to
quality serves clear ice cubes or spheres in its glasses,
preferably hand-carved from a large block of transparent ice. This high-quality ice is the ne plus ultra; as
Viennese bartender and consultant Reinhard Pohorec
notes, ice is a bar’s gold, but clear ice is its platinum.
Ice basically has two jobs: cooling and diluting.
To which Japanese bartenders added a third facet: esthetics. In the early 1970s, while the rest of the bar
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world was still making do with cloudy cubes from icecube trays, Wada Masaaki at the Japanese bar Hamayu
was already cutting large cubes from clear blocks of ice
and using them to craft ice spheres. The smaller the surface area, the slower the ice is to melt, and an ice sphere
has a smaller surface than an ice cube with the same
volume.
Jan Püschel from Berlin-based company Iceman
is an expert in this area. He has supplied ice to Berlin’s bars since 1994. More compact in those days, the
scene included numerous illegal speakeasies that had
sprung up after the fall of the Berlin Wall and had neither the space nor the hygienic conditions to produce
good ice. When we visit Jan at his production facility, he
warns: »Don’t expect anything spectacular.« A couple
of icemakers, a reverse osmosis filter system, and several cold stores form the relatively unglamorous setting
where Berlin tap water is transformed into cubes, bars,
spheres, and large blocks of ice. But before that process
can start, the chalky local water has to undergo several
filtrations. The lower the mineral content, the clearer

MAKING CLEAR ICE CUBES
AT H O M E
Fill a small insulated cooler with boiled,
cooled distilled water and place it in
your freezer. Do not cover! Wait two or
three days until the block is completely
frozen. Ice that is too cold cracks easily,
so leave it out of the freezer for an
hour before proceeding. Now scrape
away any clouded areas from the ice to
leave a transparent block. To carve the
cubes, place the blade of a kitchen knife
on the surface grooves and tap with a
rubber or wooden hammer to split the
ice vertically; after a little practice you
will achieve more or less straight splits.
Continue splitting in this way until your
ice cubes are the desired size.

the ice cubes. Ultra-pure osmosis filtered water is the
key, used to fill the icemaker’s two large tanks. The secret in manufacturing the much sought-after large, clear
cubes is motion, produced here by continuous pumping. The refrigeration units themselves are on the base
of the tanks, freezing the ice from the bottom upward
and allowing oxygen to escape at the top. It’s the exact
reverse of what happens in a home freezer, where ice
cubes freeze from the top down and trap the oxygen, thus
producing ice that is clear on the outside and cloudy in
the center.
The blocks, 120 centimeters long and weighing
in at 120 kilograms, are fully frozen after around five
days and are stored in the cold store at minus thirty degrees Celsius before further processing. Using a jig saw,
they are sawn into twelve-kilo hunks or into the coveted
six-by-six-centimeter cubes.
The smaller, solid ice cubes made here for the
majority of Berlin’s bars, on the other hand, are produced by icemakers. The finished cubes fall into large
containers, their slightly tapered shape preventing them
from sticking together, and are »dried« for a day before
finally being packaged for sale. Thomas Vilgis, Professor at the Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz, Germany, explains the principle of drying the cubes thus:
»When ice cubes are frozen, that doesn’t mean their water molecules remain in their crystalline matrix for ever.
Even a temperature of minus eighteen is relatively warm
and the molecules are constantly in slow motion, especially on the cube surface where only half the molecule
is bonded to the crystal and the other half is exposed to
the air. These processes can only be significantly slowed
at temperatures of minus thirty.« The drying process is
thus more akin to freezing the surface water further to
halt that molecular motion.

A supreme art
Hidetsugu Ueno from the High Five bar in Tokyo is a star of the Japanese bartending scene. He
not only insists on clear blocks of ice, but actually
carves them into ice diamonds with a knife sharpened every day for the purpose, which sheds twothirds of its length throughout its life. Ueno uses
ice diamonds solely for whisky, where the effect aspired to is subtle cooling rather than dilution. Robert
Schröter, Berlin bartender and spirits developer who
had the privilege of working with Hidetsugu Ueno,
points out: »Diamonds are a symbol of high value,
and guests feel appreciated to receive a hand-carved
diamond of ice in their glass. However, in terms of
physics a diamond is inferior to a sphere because its
surface area is smaller.«

Iceman now supplies spheres six centimeters
in diameter—the ideal size for anyone that finds
carving spheres using an ice pick (Japanese bars
differentiate between single-prong, three-prong,and
six-prong picks) too much of a challenge.
Kai Wolschke, owner of Berlin’s Goldfisch Bar
who also offers ice carving courses, explains: »Good
bar ice needs to be clear and solid. Hollow cubes or
cubes with a lot of air pockets are lower quality because they melt far more quickly and don’t cool the
drink for long enough. At first glance ice might seem
to be fairly unimportant, but in fact it’s no less important than all the other ingredients. If you scrimp
on your ice, the best spirits in the world won’t make
up for it.«
And a final word on sustainability: one large
clear ice cube costs around sixty-five euro cents to
produce. An average of at least fifty cubes go into
drinks or shakers over the course of an evening, and
are usually disposed of. But in the High Five in Tokyo, the ice from those shakers and empty glasses
is reused; after being washed, it goes into the water
service pitchers. Great idea!
By the way, it’s quite plausible that the
glass held by Frederic Tudor two hundred years
ago when he first revolutionized the ice trade contained an Old Fashioned. The 1806 recipe for this
father of all cocktails mentions water, but as ice became readily available it changed to list whiskey,
sugar, bitters, orange peel—and ice.

From Dawn
to Dusk

Lisbon
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French restaurateur Julien Garrec operates
three cafes in Lisbon devoted to the proverbial
best meal of the day: breakfast.

I
If you’ve ever happened to hear someone waxing lyrical
about their last amazing breakfast, the chances are that
the dish contained one particular and indispensable ingredient—eggs. Boiled, poached, as omelets, or as luscious French toast, eggs are as fundamental to the breakfast tables of the world as strong coffee or a glass of freshly
pressed orange juice. And any visitor to Portugal—or Lisbon, to be precise—is bound to have encountered one
of the three branches of Dear Breakfast. These beautiful
locations are the ideal settings for fortifying body and soul
with an infinite variety of egg dishes from dawn to dusk,
or even enjoying a drink as a prelude to the evening.
Dear Breakfast was founded by French-born Julien Garrec, a self-taught restaurateur now aged thirty-three. After studying economics in Paris, Madrid,
and New York, in 2013 the newly graduated Garrec set
up a platform in the US metropolis for promoting and
publicizing European cuisine across the country. Back
then he was a regular at Eggs Williamsburg, a restaurant
that specialized in eggs in all their forms and showcased
sustainably produced ingredients of uncompromising
quality. Julien could never have dreamed that a few short
years later, he would himself be running a chain of sim-
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ilarly themed cafés on the—quite literally—sunny side
(up) of the globe.
Egg dishes have long been essential to Portuguese
cuisine. The custard tarts known as pasteis de nata are
ordered as an accompaniment to the daily cortado coffee;
fried eggs lovingly clasp hearty lunchtime steaks in their
embrace; raw eggs are poached in spicy, umami-rich
soups. Even bread is often dipped into the liquid gold of
egg yolks. This popularity can be traced back to a host
of religious and economic reasons. The Iberian peninsula has lain along the route of many different migratory
civilizations over the centuries, and many of those peoples brought egg-rich culinary traditions with them. In
addition, religious orders received hens as payment for
their services from even their poorest parishioners, so
that eggs were always in plentiful supply. In this Catholic-dominated country, egg white was in widespread use
for starching clothing, for mixing with paint for frescoes,
and for filtering wine; the leftover yolks were then transformed into an array of desserts by the nuns. Although
today baking is no longer left up to the nuns alone, the
recipes have changed little, with some still calling for up
to twelve eggs!

Text Zsuzsanna Toth
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The variations in eggshell pigmentation
stem only partly from what their
producers eat; they primarily result from
the breed and genetics of the hens.

At Dear Breakfast, this ancient tradition melds
happily with contemporary urban breakfast culture. »I
love learning new things all the time and discovering
new ideas on food markets all over the world,« explains
Julien Garrec. However, his ingredients are sourced exclusively from the surrounding region, their quality allowed to shine by the simple recipes. »Our aim is to get
to know the people behind these products and to build
relationships with them,« he stresses. Coffee comes
from local roastery Flor da Selva, which has been roasting its beans over oak fires since the Sixties. The sourdough bread is baked fresh daily at Isco, a bakery in the
Alvalade district. And the eggs used at all three Dear
Breakfast cafés come from small-scale local farmers like
Quinta d’Arminho.

Hold the vinegar
»There’s nothing more delicious than a poached
fresh egg on a bed of hot buttered toast. Oh, and never
use vinegar when you poach an egg; just bring lightly
salted water to a simmer,« recommends Julien. It’s
hardly surprising that Dear Breakfast has expanded and
now numbers three branches; the idea is a huge success.
Menus span classic eggs florentine, sweet and savory
pancakes, and even fruity acai bowls and burrata with
truffles and tomatoes.
All three cafes are located in the center of Lisbon
and are as picturesque as postcards come to life.
The first location, in Rua das Gaivotas, was designed by Julien in collaboration with architects Carlos
Aragão and João Pombeiro Machado. The muted interior
is designed to frame, not distract from, the truly breathtaking space, with a giant mirror in the ceiling as a
trompe l’œil and soaring wooden arches inspired by the
work of Catalan sculptor Xavier Corberó. The terrazzo
floor is scattered with velvet-covered chairs, marble
tables, and refreshingly unpretentious Ikea stools. The
branch in Chiado is extremely popular for its mezzanine
floor overlooking Calçada São Francisco; its windows
look out onto the vintage trams clattering slowly through
the lanes. Everything, from food to location, is a feast
for the eyes! The third branch in Santos is no less exceptional, with a roof terrace and pergola offering magnificent views over the city. The perfect place to linger
over brunch until cocktail hour comes around again and
it’s time to plunge into the vibrant life of the city.
→ dearbreakfast.com

The cafe opens onto the street and is the perfect
place to watch Lisbon life go by.

Splendido
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In this issue’s cooking column: pasta fredda, a classic warm-weather dish otherwise
known as pasta salad. This delicious version comes from Calabria.

Calabrian summer
Pasta salad might well elicit a response of »Meh…«
from anyone whose childhood was blighted by far
too frequent apparitions of flabby fusilli in a claggy
mush of Miracle Whip, mechanically separated ham,
and canned peas. Fortunately, our brains were built
to learn. Pasta salad can be a delicious affair, and
is a true ally in hot weather. This pasta fredda from
Calabria needs just a few ingredients, but naturally
only the best. It’s easy to remember, quick to fix, and
a great potluck contribution for an invitation to a picnic, barbecue, or other al fresco snacking occasion.
What makes this particular pasta salad so
outrageously delicious is the preparation method.
Fresh tomatoes, onions, and a little fresh basil are
first roughly pureed into a kind of salsa, so that they
caress the pasta more closely than quartered tomatoes could. Another great feature is that the recipe
can easily be adapted and tweaked—but more of that
later.
Here’s the basic recipe. Place fresh, sweet tomatoes in a blender with red onions and a few basil
leaves. As always, the precise proportions are a matter of taste and for you to decide. The onions used
in Calabria are naturally the famously sweet Tropea
variety, but other mild, sweet red onions like Roscoff
or even shallots are also fine.
Blend only briefly to produce a salsa that is
worthy of the name, not a homogeneous mass. Tip this
salsa into the bowl you will later use to serve the
salad. Now add the following ingredients in quantities to suit your taste: black olives (Calabrian-style
oven-baked and brined black olives are the best, but
other dark olives are also good, like Gaeta or even
Ligurian Taggiasca olives), tuna in olive oil, finely
diced mild caciocavallo cheese—a very young pro-
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volone, say, although well drained mozzarella is also
a good choice. Now round it off with a few chopped
brined anchovies, fresh basil, quality dried wild
mountain oregano from Sicily, chopped fresh peperoncino, a pinch of salt, and a generous glug of a
really good extra virgin olive oil with a grassy, peppery character. No need for vinegar or lemon; tomatoes that are summer-ripe will contribute plenty of
sweet and sour flavor of their own.
Paccheri or rigatoni are the best type of pasta
to choose. Cook in salted water until no more than al
dente and immediately refresh under cold water. Yes,
that’s right; rinsing off the starch would practically
be a criminal offense in many pasta dishes because
it helps the sugo to cling to the pasta, but it is an essential step for pasta fredda. The cold water halts the
cooking process to keep the pasta correctly al dente;
in addition, leaving the starchy coating on the pasta
would eventually give the salad a rather unpleasant
and unappetizing consistency.
And now to all those promised tweaks. The
onion can easily be replaced with garlic. Not a fish
fan? Leave out the anchovies, or sub in salt-pickled
capers for those richly salty umami notes. The cheese
is likewise not a deal-breaker; the salad tastes wonderful without it. And if meat, not fish, is the stuff of
your dreams, try gloriously soft and spicy Calabrian
’nduja sausage instead.
Tip the pasta into the bowl of salsa enhanced
with your ingredients of choice, mix well, and chill
for an hour before serving if possible to allow the flavors to meld and deepen. Finish with a drizzle of olive
oil before you serve the salad.
→ splendido-magazin.de

HOUSE
OF
GLASS

Sydney
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Just a few kilometers
from the center of
Sydney, a family lives in
an architect-designed
glass-walled house from
the 1950s in which
indoors and outdoors
merge into one.

Text Julia Hauch
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When a storm blows up over Castlecrag, the Glass
House trembles at every thunderclap. Each flash of
lightning is like snapping on a light. For a brief moment, everything is starkly illuminated: the daybed
standing at the orange kitchen, laden with colorful
patterned pillows and blankets, the shelves crammed
with books, the neat rows of tiny toy figures, the string
of shells at the window. This nocturnal light show is
always an awe-inspiring experience for Leisa, George,
and their son Wylie, shielded only by the thin glass
panes that enclose them. »We feel more directly connected to the world and its elements,« muses Leisa as
she tries to capture her special home in words. For the
architect, living with her family in the Glass House—a
heritage-protected architectural icon from the 1950s—
is a double blessing.
In the next morning’s sunshine the magic continues, now a little quieter. Every ray that penetrates
the dense roof of foliage and strikes the house causes
the outside vegetation to be reflected in the interior,
like transparent wallpaper. Wylie is sitting at his desk,
binoculars in hand. It’s an ideal outpost for an explorer
to watch the laughing kookaburras, prancing lyrebirds, and punk-crested water dragons that dwell here
directly in front of his window. Other five-year-olds
dream of living in a tree house; for Wylie, that dream
is reality. A house engulfed in vegetation, perched on
four slim steel columns against a craggy cliff as if on
tiptoe, with living space that floats between the trees.

And all this not in the back of beyond, but directly on
the periphery of the metropolis that is Sydney.

Wild island
The suburb of Castlecrag is just fifteen minutes’
drive from Sydney’s inner city. But it’s a completely
different world. »You’d hardly believe we’re still in
the city. It’s such a contrast,« marvels Leisa, who lived
with her family in the city until recently and still commutes to the University of Technology, where she is a
lecturer. Everything not only seems greener, but also
moves at a more leisurely pace than a few kilometers
further into town, with its accretions of people, buildings, and cars. Most houses in Castlecrag are linked
by a network of walkways leading directly through the
bush before eventually ending up at the waterfront
below. Many of the inhabitants have small boats for
pottering around in on the sea. It’s all breathtakingly
idyllic, a picture-perfect location.
After last month’s heavy rainfalls, nature is
now exploding with life. Eucalyptus trees, all kinds of
ferns, brilliantly blooming shrubs, glowing pink fuchsias, and spider flowers: all burgeon and flourish here
in the humid, balmy spring air. The preservation of the
original bushland here can be attributed to Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahony Griffin. This duo of US
architects came to fame for their plans for the new Aus-
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tralian capital of Canberra, as well as for landscape
and urban planning projects—including Castlecrag,
created by the Griffins in the 1920s as a model suburb
that would conserve and integrate the original natural
environment. The concept was unconventional for its
time, but would prove to be a magnet for many more
architects over the following decades.
A stroll through the streets of Castlecrag, hugging the contours and clefts of the promontory, leads
past lofty trees and dense undergrowth to left and right.
At first glance there is little sign of the exceptional
works of architecture here, and yet the place is like
an open-air museum. As well as numerous houses designed by renowned architects, an amphitheater was
built which still hosts performances today. Bill and
Ruth Lucas, too, were inspired by Castlecrag’s flair
and wealth of possibilities. They were members of the
1950s Sydney School, a group of architects whose design philosophy placed conservation of nature front
and center. The result was a series of houses with organic lines made from natural, mostly untreated materials, often half-hidden in the bush.

Less is more
The kitchen and dining room are the heart and
soul of the Glass House, the place where its inhabitants comes together to chat, play, work, and eat.

While George, a therapist, fixes breakfast and Leisa
assembles the papers for her lecture, Wylie naps on
the daybed. He revels in the closeness of this family
life. Although the house is not large and the external
walls are glass throughout, the open-plan layout is unexpectedly spacious and nothing obstructs the views of
the outdoors. No easy task; after all, who doesn’t have a
secret hankering for corners, niches, and hidden compartments to stow away all the things that might come
in useful again one day? The Glass House is different;
here everything seems to have its place—a tight fit,
but a perfect one. There are no doors except for the
bathroom, and the living areas flow into each other,
only occasionally separated by light partitions. Despite
this, each area has its own individual atmosphere.
This stripping back to the bone was precisely the
intention of Bill Lucas when he built the Glass House
(also known as Lucas House) in 1957 as a home for
his family and a location for his architect’s studio. He
carried out most of the work himself, sourcing simple,
regionally available wood and glass at minimum cost
for the minimalist structure with its minimum energy
consumption—but offering maximum light, views, and
connection to nature. »Sometimes it feels like being in
a spider’s web. Everything is so thin, so gossamer and
distinctly palpable—even the spin cycle of the washer.
Yet despite its simple, pared-back construction, the
house is incredibly accessible and vibrant,« says Leisa
in fascination. The house is also wheelchair-friendly,
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although the four supporting columns and the entrance
ramp are the only points of contact with the ground. A
further aspect of particular importance to the socially
engaged Lucas.

Light and shade
The close dovetailing of inside and outside also
brings the less pleasant sides of life in the Glass House
to the fore; it quickly heats up in the summer and is
relatively cold in the winter, despite the temperate
Australian climate. At those times the family loves to
gather in front of the little wood-burning stove in the
living area. And if Leisa, George, and Wylie go away
for a few days, on their return the house is either an
oven or a refrigerator—and full of creepy-crawlies.
Renovations were carried out at some stage, but a long
time ago, so that many parts of the house are beginning
to show their age.
Although the house is exposed from all sides,
there is no sense of being watched. Quite the opposite, in fact: the atmosphere is one of concealment
and protection, like being in a green cocoon. »Living
here changes our perspective on things and raises our
awareness of what goes on around us—the times of day,
the light, the weather, the vegetation,« says Leisa in
confirmation of Lucas’ vision. »Spending the whole
day here with a little boy, playing together outdoors

at the heart of nature, or indoors surrounded by its
reflections, is a very special gift.« In her mid-forties,
she exudes such calm and openness that one wonders
whether this equanimity springs from the place where
she lives, or whether the mindful nature of the house
itself attracts people like Leisa and her family. Whichever way round the process goes, it seems to be a perfect match.
The Glass House was recently sold. For its three
tenants, this started a period as fraught with trepidation
as the house’s thin glass panes during a thunderstorm.
Fortunately, for the moment nothing has changed and
they continue to enjoy their personal glass-walled realm
of possibilities, inviting friends over for dinner who
have to push their way through the chirping, chirruping
bush to reach the welcoming lights of the house. They
continue to remain open and optimistic—qualities well
worth emulating for houses and humans alike.

Netherlands
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MI
							 NI
TO
PIA

This housing project in the
Netherlands came about in
response to a need for affordable, flexible, and environmentally sustainable living spaces
in suburban areas. We met with
three Minitopian households in
Den Bosch and explored their
unique small homes.
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In 2016, Dutch artist Tessa Peters and her
architect partner Rolf van Boxmeer started
thinking about the housing market. Why was
there so much boring, uniform, family-sized
suburban housing in the Netherlands, when
the majority of renters were singles or couples who wanted something smaller and
more individualized? To answer the question,
the couple did what they always do: put their
heads together, researched the topic, invited
a raft of experts onboard, and launched an
exhibition.
From this exhibition, Minitopia was
born. Starting with a small plot of land rented
from the local municipality, Tessa and Rolf
stewarded a new idea for living. People came
and each built their own, unique, very small
houses—ten on the first plot of land, then ten
more on the next plot, then thirty. Inexpensive, highly creative, and more or less temporary, these homes can be easily moved or
replaced according to the dwellers’ changing
needs.
Minitopia tends to draw people looking for a lifestyle that is hands-on and doit-yourself, so it’s not surprising that the idea
attracts a lot of designers, artists, and craftspeople. Take Menno and Rhona, designers
who co-created their one-story home with a
company that specializes in environmentally
conscious prefab structures. »What we did,
like a lot of people here, was to quit our jobs,«
explains Menno. »If you don’t have to work all
day to pay expensive rent, you can have more
time. Time to raise your family, or have a cup
of coffee in the middle of the afternoon on a
Wednesday with a neighbor.«
»A great thing about this home is that I
can dream about changing and adapting new
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things to my liking,« says Nadja, who recently
added a new clay wall in her bedroom. Like
most people who move to Minitopia, living in
the most ecological way possible is very important to Nadja, who built her house from
straw and mud. Her »earth ship« is a long-held
dream come true, but her decision to move to
Minitopia also came about due to simple necessity: »When Minitopia came into the picture
in 2018, I was living in a temporary flat as a
single mom with my son Ilja, who was three at
the time,« remembers the now thirty-six-yearold. »We urgently needed a new home, which
seemed a difficult, if not impossible task
given the cramped housing situation in the
Netherlands.«
The small size of the houses encourages
people living in Minitopia to spend more time
in the common outdoor spaces, which forges
a sense of community. »In the summer there
is always someone outside and there are no
fences in the gardens, so everything is open
and transparent,« enthuses Nadja. »We have a
trampoline in our garden, which is great for all
the children. They often come to play in our
garden, which I love.«
The sense of community is likewise key
for Pleun and Fier, a couple in their late twenties who live with their cat Herman and several
chickens. »We built our house in the very hot
summer of 2018 with ten of our future neighbors,« remembers Pleun. »There was a very
good and nice atmosphere, and that creates
a bond.«
There are now four Minitopias in the
Netherlands. The newest is also the largest, with room for one hundred little homes.
»People in Minitopia tell us they are happier, they don’t constantly feel walled-in,«
says Tessa. Rolf agrees: »Most people
who live in Minitopia say they were sick of
concrete block streets. And they like living with a bit more social contact.«
→ minitopia.eu

Text Sally McGrane
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Pleun
& Fier

Dermatology resident Pleun and designer Fier, both twenty-nine, live with
their cat Herman and their chickens in
a house with a thirty-six-square-meter
footprint and a total living surface of
about eighty-
five square meters (the
chickens live in their own coop outside). Walking into a large construction
market, Fier was inspired by the racks
where the stock was stored and used
these to create a house with two halffloors. Construction was completed in
only ten weeks. »We built the structure
from storage racks in just one day, that's
how easy the system was to build,« says
Pleun, adding that everything they
used was second-hand. »We covered
the frame of storage racks with sandwich panels—these are insulated panels with steel on both the inside and
outside. We created a closed cube/box
and cut the windows out later. Because
we were concerned about a cold house
of steel, we used plywood walls to create a homely feeling.« The couple loves
the location of their house, with a large
garden close to the water. »Since we’ve
lived here the garden has become a
green oasis with lots of plants and trees,
mostly donated by friends and family.
We also have a big kitchen garden together with our neighbor, so we can
feed ourselves all year.«

Pleun and Fier built their house in
summer 2018 with the help of ten of
their future neighbors.

»We built the structure from storage
racks in just one
day, that’s how easy
the system was to
build.«
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Menno
& Rhona
»What we did, like
a lot of people
here, was to quit
our jobs.«
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Designers Menno and Rhona live with
their two-and-a-half-year old son Vik
and infant daughter in a prefab home
they co-designed with a company that
specializes in environmentally friendly
tiny houses. In their current home, thirty square meters in area, they designed
special shelves and storage to be both
beautiful and as efficient as possible.
The couple slept in the loft space until
the birth of their daughter. Now they
are preparing to exchange their home
for a larger two-story version from the
same company, which will simply remove their current home and replace it
with the new one. The open living room
has French doors opening up to the
wooden deck, so that the interior space
can be extended to the outside whenever the weather is good. They love
their view and the chance to exchange
ideas with their neighbors over a cup of
coffee outdoors.

The large wooden deck of the prefab
home extends the indoors outdoors in
fine weather.
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Nadja

The walls of the »earth ship« are
packed with three layers of clay from
the River Maas.

Thirty-six-year-old Nadja and her son
Ilja, aged six, live in a sustainable and
transportable »earth ship« she created from straw and mud. One hundred and fifty volunteers helped build
the straw-clay home, in what she describes as a fairly simple but very labor-intensive process. »It is very special to me to realize that each piece
of this home has been touched by
human hands,« says Nadja. Her home
consists of three hexagonal units with
a south-facing front garden. The walls
were built from straw bales pressed
into wooden frames made of Douglas fir, then finished with three layers
of local clay sourced from the River
Maas. All the doors and windows are
made from reused or salvaged materials. Nadja’s home has a footprint of
sixty square meters, with an actual living space of fifty-one square meters.
»My bathroom is also a gem!« adds
Nadja. »There’s a beautiful view while
you’re showering. This is a great uninterrupted outlook on a small piece of
nature, which is located at the back
of our home. It's a bit extravagant for
a straw-clay house, but I also opted
for a large corner bathtub so Ilja and
I can take a bath together, which we
really enjoy!«

»Each piece of
this home has
been touched by
human hands.«
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Hotel Gutkowski, Syracuse

In this travel column, Max Scharnigg writes about
hotel rooms he has personally encountered.

Great Hideaways

Dolder Grand, Zurich

Hotel Icaro, Alpe di Siusi

Whenever I stay in a hotel with an inhouse hair
salon, I feel compelled to make an appointment. It’s
so touching, somehow. Like those small-time circuses
on the edge of town, for which I likewise always buy a
ticket (but never go). Anyway, a new haircut is a great
souvenir from a trip. It captures a touch of that hotel
style for home, and it’s practical; the reception desk
arranges everything, and all I have to do is take the elevator to the basement in a spare half hour before dinner.
The portal to the hairdresser’s realm is usually on the
left next to the spa entrance, and the Dolder Grand in
Zurich is no exception. Hotel hair salons are practically
never modest and retiring places; many try to embody
the hotel’s own glamor, while others strive to transform
their premises into a setting as hip and trendy as some
kind of cult speakeasy. But footfall is relatively modest despite their efforts, so that the majority are solo
operations and always have a slightly touch-and-go
feel about them. The hair stylist in the Dolder was unusually shy, never raising his voice above a whisper,
hardly daring to glance in the mirror, and then cutting
each tuft so hesitantly and delicately that after half an
hour the marble floor looked as if I had had no more
than a shave. Hotel hairdressers generally use an array of pleasantly old-fashioned products, like hair tonic
and brilliantine, perhaps due to the average age of the
guests in grand hotels. After my elaborately minimalist
haircut, the stylist sprayed a few puffs of French hair
scent in my general direction with a gesture so expansive that it could have dispersed the clouds over Lake
Zurich. At dinner nobody noticed I had had a haircut.
But everyone asked what smelled so good.

Text Max Scharnigg

Our phone satnav first directed us to Val Gardena
and then to a blocked climbing route, definitely not designed for tourists or cars. But finally it did deposit us up
at the Alpe di Siusi, with delightful sunlit pastures on the
one hand and the craggy peaks of the Dolomites on the
other. Icaro stands there in a pose that first makes people
say, »How come they were allowed to build up here, in
the most beautiful scenery ever?« They were allowed because there’s always been an alpine hut serving rustic refreshments up here. The young managers of the small hotel have renovated it in a terrifically tasteful way; rather
unnecessary given the luxurious mountain panorama on
all sides, but we naturally have nothing against snazzy
armchairs or a stylish pool. Our room even had a view of
the Dolomites from the bathroom, and from the balcony
we could trace seventeen different hiking trails winding
near and far over the Alpe di Siusi, many leading directly
past the hotel. It was very calming to lie on a sunbed
with closed eyes, immersed in the majestic landscape,
hearing sounds approaching—panting, boots, walking
poles—and rapidly fading again as they passed by. We
accompanied them fleetingly along the hiking trail in our
thoughts, but with absolutely no obligation to actually set
foot on it. It was quite enough that they had got up early
to exchange hiking-related comments like »I’m wearing
the other socks today« under our balcony as they dripped
sweat. They carried on along their way, those ant-busy
vacationers; we, however, never even unpacked our boots
while we were at the Icaro. Other people’s activity was
quite enough for us. Who needs to go hiking when the
most beautiful scenery ever is all around?

Who would have expected a hotel with a name
like Gutkowski, here in the wilds of Sicily—or even, to
be precise, the not-quite-so wilds of Syracuse? But there
it is, on the quay wall, a delightful place with shuttered
windows and sea views, a breakfast balcony, and various other attractive features that many another threestar hotel should consider copying. Despite all this, we
found no rest there. That was down to the byzantine
traffic policy in the historic quarter, requiring tourists
to park their hire cars in a specific car park. A murkily
dark car park with an extremely low roof and halitosis,
not to mention spectacularly poor Internet reviews. The
German Automobile Association has expressly warned
travelers about it. The rules are unfathomable, and rumors abound of cars that vanish, cars that stay there
forever, wildly random parking fees, and hair-raising
penalties. Every day I left the Gutkowski and visited
my car to give it moral support. Every day I witnessed
dramatic scenes at the exit barrier. Our conversation
over dinner revolved around how we would still get to
the airport after the barrier chopped our car in two. On
the day of our departure, our loins were girded. We were
determined not to make any of the usual mistakes. I
steeled myself to pay up to four times the normal parking fee. The machine swallowed my parking ticket, the
amount displayed was nonsensical (0.7 cent), the system failed to recognize my license plate. The car park
of doom had struck again! Then a construction worker
ambled by, unhitched the barrier arm, shouldered it,
and said: all kaput, you drive now, bye-bye.

Illustrations Motiejus Vaura
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The Greek capital and
metropolis takes its name
from Athena, goddess of
wisdom. TV presenter
Linda Zervakis may not have
become wiser on her visit—
but she finally learnt to love
this chaotic, colorful city.

At Last
Text Linda Zervakis & Elissavet Patrikiou

Photos Elissavet Patrikiou
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BIO
Linda Zervakis was born in Hamburg,
Germany, to Greek parents. After school
she worked as an ad copywriter before
joining German broadcaster NDR in 2001
as a journalist and newsreader. In 2013
she became an anchor on the primetime
edition of the »Tagesschau,« Germany’s
oldest and foremost news program. April
2021 saw her move to private station Pro7,
where she hosted her own infotainment
show and moderated one of the three
televised candidates’ debates during
national elections. Linda Zervakis works
as a journalist, presenter, author, and
podcaster.

I
I’ve never been to Athens. Well no, that’s not strictly
true. I’ve never been there properly; I’ve only ever used
the capital of Greece as a kind of stopover. But I’d been
meaning to pay a proper visit for years. And I finally
made it! Forty-eight hours in the city of five million people and countless sights. Nowhere near long enough, but
thanks to my friend and guide Elisabeth, a veteran of the
Athens experience (of course, as the author and photographer of »Athen – das Kochbuch,« a leading book on
Athens cuisine), that brief span became a wonderful and
extremely intense journey. Time isn’t always the make or
break factor when there’s a city to explore.
Athens immediately hit me like a lightning bolt,
and not only because of its people. The city’s blend of
tradition and history with modern cutting-edge creativity produces a cocktail that couldn’t be tastier. The
kafenion, where time seems to have stood still as old
men sip their ouzo, rubs shoulders with a bar next door
that could easily hold its own in trendy Berlin. Athens
is full of these points where vastly different people
and cultures collide, and yes, some are explosive; it’s
not all sunshine. But make the effort to get to know
this proud Greek city, overflowing with inspiration,
courage, and liberal spirit, and it will shower you with
its many gifts.

Ever wanted, just once in your life, to experience that
exhilarating Olympic feeling? Here’s where you’ll find
it. Built in 1896 to host the first Olympic Games of
modern times, the stadium’s scale and architecture are
absolutely breathtaking. It is primarily used today as
a concert and event venue and can seat up to 50,000
spectators. Above the stadium is a beautiful path winding through pine trees and echoing with birdsong. It
feels like being in a forest, an ideal spot to recover from
the hustle and bustle of the city. If you have the time,
it’s a must!
→ panathenaicstadium.gr

Hotel Coco-Mat
Coco-Mat is an innovative Greek company that is best
known for its luxury mattresses made from sustainable
coconut fiber. However, the company also operates
four hotels in Athens that are every bit as unique and
meticulously designed as their products. We stayed in
Coco-Mat Athens BC and were blown away by the hospitality we received: top-class service from people who
love their job and their workplace, with a warmth that
assures their guests’ wellbeing. Don’t miss the glorious
roof terrace, where all of Athens lies at your feet and the
Acropolis beckons from afar.
→ staycocomat.com
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Kafenion »To Eidikon«
Step into this kafenion, and you enter a much older and
almost forgotten world. Patron Aristidis Papakonstantinou sits at the door behind a wooden table piled with
papers, a beer at his elbow. He looks as if he’s always
been there, an unmoving presence over the decades.
The interior has a rich patina and is crammed with brica-brac. There is no menu; whatever comes out of the
kitchen is served up for guests to take what they fancy.
You can’t get more Greek than that! On weekdays the
atmosphere is quiet and easy-going; at weekends the eating, drinking, and music go on into the small hours, the
air throbbing with the melancholy of old Greek songs to
match the setting.
→ Psarron 38, 18546 Athen (Piräus)

Bar »The Clumsies«
Love superb drinks? This is the perfect place for you!
»The Clumsies« has the accolade of being listed as one
of the world’s fifty top bars. For a truly immersive experience, you might be lucky enough to grab a place at the
bar with a view of the bartenders. Nick Sourmpatis and
his colleagues are absolute masters of their art. It’s as
entrancing as watching a movie, with every sip a flavor
bomb setting off fireworks on the palate. Here’s a tip: ignore the menu, tell the bartender what you feel like, and
enjoy a surprise. I promise you, it’s so worth it.
→ theclumsies.gr
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Street Art
Street art is highly regarded in Athens, with many artists
from all over the world coming to immortalize themselves on its walls. It may be down to the city’s rough-hewn
charm, a legacy of the harsh economic times experienced
by the whole country. INO is one of the best-known of
Athens’ street artists, creating murals that decorate entire block walls—a kind of Greek Banksy.

Monastiraki Square
This square at the foot of the Acropolis is home to a
flea market every Sunday, which sprawls through the
entire district. The setting, the mood are just amazing.
This is one of the most colorful spots in the city, where
locals mingle with tourists from all over the world. Monastiraki Square has retained its unique identity and
character, with an array of architectural fragments from
ancient times and a touch of the Orient contributed
by the well-preserved Tzistarakis Mosque. It all feels
like a huge open-air theater, where fruit sellers jostle
with booths offering the sesame pastry rings known as
koulourakia (try them, you’ll love them!), street artists
and buskers, families with children, and pensioners
selling lottery tickets.
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»Aschimopapo« Taverna
This third-generation family-run taverna, whose name
translates as »Ugly Duckling,« has been here since 1968.
Its venerable history is visible and tangible; the interior
is like a museum, crowded with Greek artworks and old
family photos. The colorful tables on the terrace cram
the sidewalk right up to the curb. It’s like being in a little
Greek village; the mood is relaxed, the food is hearty and
home-cooked. »Aschimopapo« a popular haunt of the locals, but also embodies the legendary Greek hospitality
known as philoxenia. Philos = friend, xenos = stranger.
Come as a stranger, leave as a friend.
→ aschimopapo.com

The »Shedia« Project
One of the city’s leading social projects. Everyone
working here, from the sellers of »Shedia« magazine
to the staff at the eponymous restaurant, has lived on
the streets at some time with no prospects of regaining
a foothold in society. »Shedia« has turned their lives
around. A visit to the restaurant is essential—not out
of pity, which would be anathema to the founders Katrin and Chris, but for the stylish décor, the food, and
the excellent service. All »Shedia« staff have been thoroughly trained by starred chef Lefteris Lazarou and his
team—and you can taste the difference!
→ shediahome.gr

Acropolis
The city’s premier landmark. Visible from virtually
every corner, it radiates energy—as well as offering
stunning views over the entire city. My favorite route to
the Acropolis leads through the district of Plaka, with
narrow, winding cobbled lanes that plunge me into a
reverie of nostalgia. The best time to go is early in the
morning befoire the hordes descend.
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Brussels

Wool
and
the
Gang
Photos & Text Laura François
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A flock of sheep living in the
Belgian city of Brussels is the
starting point for Pauline Dornat’s
project, which combines the
tradition of wool weaving with a
diverse neighborhood surrounding.

P

Pauline Dornat collects, brushes, spins, and weaves wool. This base material,
which conveys both know-how and tradition, serves as her connecting link.
Through her project 1030 blackwool, she hopes to introduce the art of weaving wool to the people of Brussels. The exciting part of this project is that this
wool comes from sheep raised locally.
Pauline is a twenty-five-year-old textile designer from La Rochelle,
France. Having lived in Paris until she was seventeen, she chose to study
Textile Design in Brussels at ENSAV de La Cambre. She obtained her Master’s in September 2019 and directly afterwards founded 1030 blackwool.
The idea began with her desire to work with local material and use it to
create a social connection. It was after an initial workshop organized with the
association La Maison des Femmes de Schaerbeek that her vision began to
take form. Pauline then met David D’Hondt, an urban breeder with his flock
of Zwartble, a rustic breed of sheep originating from the Netherlands, and she
knew she had her source. She named her project after the postal code of the
Brussels district of Schaerbeek, where the sheep are raised.
Around the universal material—sheep wool—bonds are woven, interactions are created. Pauline establishes workshops that have the means of
transmitting the skill of weaving wool. They are organized in connection with
associations, schools, or companies while remaining open to the public. In
parallel, she creates and sells her own pieces that she’s worked on from beginning to end.
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The project takes its name from the zip code
of the Brussels suburb of Schaerbeek where the
sheep are raised.
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Pauline supervises the entire process of creation. It begins with the
shearing of the sheep, done once a year. The raw wool fleece is then collected
and sorted to remove all impurities before it is washed. After she has collected about fifteen kilos, Pauline can begin creating her pieces. The wool is
carded by hand or with a roller to brush to homogenize the color of the fleece.
During this process, if there are different breeds, the colors can be mixed.
The fiber is then spun with a spindle, or for more efficiency, a pedal wheel.
Vegetable dyes color the wool. The advantage here is that the properties of
plants, not chemicals, are utilized. Finally, the loom is set up, and the wool
is ready to be woven.
Pauline creates diverse interior pieces such as cushions and tapestries. She also makes vases from recycled fabric scraps. The production is
ecologically and ethically thought through. In addition to the wool being
used, second-hand fabrics are, for example, sewn to the back of the cushions,
and scraps are used for filling them.
Workshops are a learning experience. Children, as well as adults, learn
the technique of transforming wool from fleece to a finished product. Workshops are held on a one-time basis or in sessions. However, equally as consequential, local wool becomes a means of acknowledging artisanal work in
an urban area and provides connections between those that live there. The
location of Pauline’s workshop also makes sense, as Schaerbeek is one of
Brussels’ most mixed neighborhoods. There is a large population coming from
North Africa—a region with a history of sheep breeding and wool craftsmanship. In the framework of workshops, Pauline works with ASBL, a non-profit
association, which allows an opportunity for a sharing between cultures and a
revival of artisanal knowledge. Thus, the wool becomes the connecting thread
in a net of new social relations.
By supporting urban shepherds, Pauline embraces today’s desire
to value local resources in their place of production before having them
manufactured elsewhere. At a time when consumerism is still too influential and our human contacts virtualized—a phenomenon aggravated by the
pandemic—Pauline encourages us to question our choices and values. She
proposes that we take the time to work with our hands, to be in contact with
the material, and to be in a place where there’s interaction and exchange. It
can be beneficial, even essential, for our well-being.		
→ paulinedornat.com

The first step is the annual shearing.
The raw wool fleece is then sorted, washed,
dyed, spun, and finally woven on a loom.

Cabinets of Curiosities
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In this section, our author Stephan Sura presents small, idiosyncratic,
and artful museums from around the world. This time: Louisiana Museum
of Modern Art in Denmark – a Garden of Eden by the sea.

From Inside to Out
Regularly penning this column, dear readers, creates a
longing, indeed almost a compulsion, in this traveler to
seek out specialized museums with specialized themes.
In the process, what most spring to mind are the small
and idiosyncratic museums that might otherwise have
been dismissed with mild derision, or even failed to figure on my radar at all—like museums focusing on wind,
or the devil, or the history of the postcard. But the third
category of museums featured in this column is often
neglected; these are the artful, the art-full museums.
Given they are generally very well known, they might
seem to be out of place here, however wondrous their
contents. However, that is naturally no grounds for their
exclusion, so today we are visiting one of the most artfull museums anywhere—the Louisiana, in the Danish
town of Humlebæk.
Situated a good half-hour’s drive north of Copenhagen, the museum occupies extensive grounds directly overlooking the Øresund sound. Louisiana was
the brainchild of publisher and entrepreneur Knud W.
Jensen (b. 1916, d. 2000), a connoisseur of international art with the desire to make his passion available to his fellow Danes. He achieved this aim in 1958,
founding his museum in a stately villa by the sea which
is still the starting-point of the Louisiana today, as well
as its eponym. Not because the villa resembles a house
from the American South, but because its previous
owner once named it Louisiana in honor of his three
wives—all called Louise.
Although originally intended as a home solely
for modern art from Denmark, the Louisiana rapidly
evolved into a museum of contemporary works from
all over the world and built a stellar reputation for the
dynamic nature of its exhibitions. Only a few pieces
from the museum’s own collection are permanently
on display; in one such exception, a spacious square
room with floor-to-ceiling windows affording idyllic
views over a willow-fringed lake was chosen as a dis-

Illustration Simon Bailly / Sepia

play gallery for two sculptures by Alberto Giacometti,
»Walking Man« and »Standing Woman.« Over time the
pieces took on such an iconic status that they never left
their location. These figures symbolize the advancement of modern art and capture the act of pausing in
contemplation; the atmosphere of their space changes
with the weather, the time of day, and the seasons, underlining the sense of existentialism.
In addition to those sculptures, the museum’s standout works include the archaic paintings
of Asger Jorn, the strongly narrative works of Per
Kirkeby, large-scale sculptures by Louise Bourgeois
and Ai Weiwei, and paintings by David Hockney and
Picasso. But the most outstanding aspect of the Louisiana, which has acquired regular extensions over
the years, is its architecture. Glassed walkways link
the various wings like tangents, passing rows of trees,
terraced meadows sloping down to the sea, and a considerately integrated sculpture garden to create a flow
of magnetic attraction from inside to out—and back
again. The layout affords a continuous succession of
magnificent perspectives, which themselves become
exhibits and obscure the locations of the museum’s
epicenters.
This interaction of art, architecture, and nature simultaneously illustrates the unique essence of
the Louisiana. Complexity of content is countered by
reduction, settings are designed to eschew excess or
elitism; instead, every artwork is harmoniously aligned
to its spatial frame and allows visitors to engage in dialogue without shying away. The Louisiana thus links
openness with intimacy, encounter with sanctuary,
and—typically Danish—elegance and coziness. The
result is a delightful place to linger, a fount of pleasure
on many levels. Occasionally, dear readers, what we
seek is near at hand.

Text Stephan Sura

→ louisiana.dk
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»Naked people have
little or no influence
on society.«
— Mark Twain

The exploding village

Text und Photos Stephan Sura

Festival de Cannes—the Cannes Film Festival—is one of the
premier occasions in the entertainment and culture year,
splashed across all media, yet largely barred to the rank and file.
But behind the scenes there is no less humanity than elsewhere.
Notes from a global event.

So it all starts when you go to the city center by taking
Boulevard Carnot—or trying to. This main thoroughfare from the expressway into Cannes is almost always
congested and littered with construction works, but
the Film Festival is the final straw that brings it to its
knees. Cannes has a population of around 75,000, with
dramatic seasonal fluctuations; in the winter, the city
almost returns to the fishing village that was its original incarnation. During the Film Festival, hundreds
of thousands of people pour in—filmmakers, journalists, rubberneckers; everything seems to puff up and
expand, sidewalks become narrower, bus rides become
sweatier, restaurant reservations become rare and precious luxuries. A parallel world of work arises, peopled
by outsiders who come in specifically for the festival
and often have no fixed abode—particularly cab drivers whose license plates reveal their origins in Paris
or Brittany, and sex workers. Both have the advantage
of being able to use the cab and limousine priority lane
on Boulevard Carnot.
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In the Palais
The bustle in the Palais des Festivals is a clear proclamation to every visitor that the Film Festival is also a
trade show where movies of all kinds are bought and
sold. Because of this the mighty building, located directly on the oceanfront and the showcase Boulevard
of La Croisette, houses two extremely different worlds.
There’s the Marché du Film and the Village International—the latter a line of sophisticated pavilions along
the beach—where filmmakers and production companies from around the globe vie for distribution deals and
funding. And there’s the Grand Théâtre Lumière, that
prestigious venue where the red carpet ends and the
»big« movies duke it out for the Golden Palms. Given
this, the Palais is crammed with a miscellany of characters presenting a mammoth task for the security staff;
perhaps that explains why they are always so brusque
and overbearing, intoxicated by the morsel of authority
bestowed upon them by their IDs and ill-fitting tuxes.
The younger temporary workers are more pleasant, and
even speak English.

The race
As the festival is only open to professionals and invited
guests, tickets for the screenings are never available on
the free market; in general, few invitations get through
to outsiders and an accreditation badge is the prime
object of desire, essential and always on display. As a
concession to the artistic aspect of filmmaking, these
badges are also allocated to film students and »cinephiles,« but final tickets are issued according to the
access category of the accreditation holder. As ticket
holders who repeatedly fail to use their tickets end up
barred from the allocation process, those tickets can
often be snapped up at short notice. This leads to a
kind of scramble in front of the Palais entrances where
young and old prowl all day, holding up home-made
signs begging for tickets. Come rain or shine, most already wear tuxedos or elegant dresses to ensure they are
armed for any dress code. The evening screenings are
naturally the most highly coveted, where everyone gets
to walk the red carpet and for which many a lady with
yearning demeanor can be found offering to step up as
a plus one, where cavalcades of guests pour in from the
luxury hotels—the very places where the African sunglasses peddlers have their pitches in the daytime. All
of them are likewise players in the festival: not the main
characters, but at least in the supporting cast.
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The movies

The true Cannes
Cannes is beautiful. Not at first glance, which leaves
an impression that the only sights are the Croisette,
the mediocre beach, or the pretentious boutiques. No,
Cannes and its charisma are a discovery only made later: in Le Suquet, the historic quarter that spirals up a
small hill to the church of Notre-Dame d'Espérance, or
at the covered market of Marché Forville where elderly
women haggle over the price of tomatoes and the shabby
cafes around them sell the croissants that are so soughtafter on the Croisette. The beauty of Cannes lies in its
tabacs, the tobacconists/news dealers where unshaven
men smack their lips over football and festival fashion
in the mornings; in its Art Nouveau buildings; in the
view over the glittering ocean from Bijou Plage, where a
sunbed can be hired for less than the price of a dinner.
But none of this is directly obvious in the glare of the
celebrity crowds, in the parties and receptions, and that
is perhaps the most beautiful thing about Cannes.

There are two kinds of visitor to the Film Festival—the
ones who come to be seen and are only interested in the
supporting program, and the cinéastes. Even the rankest
amateurs find themselves developing a feel for the art of
the silver screen and the directorial process. Yet watching a movie at the Grand Théâtre Lumière or in Salle
Debussy, the other large-scale salon at the Palais—usually long before the general public get to see it—can be
a sobering process. Sure, it all has a faintly liturgical
air with its red plush walls, stylish ushers, and official
Festival music. But for cineastes the experience is a disappointment; acoustics and screen resolution are mediocre, schedules are extremely tight, and audiences are
rather pretentious—a critic purring and clucking here,
a fan chirping and clapping there. Far more pleasant
are the traditional cannoises movie theaters like the
Arcades, the Olympia, and the lavishly wood-paneled
Théâtre Croisette, also used for screenings; all are as
pleasant as the stroll from one to another, garnished with
cinematic touches like scattered palm symbols and actors’ portraits decorating bus stops.

The retreats
The onset of a moment of ennui, bone-weariness from
day after day of multiple screenings, signals it is time
to retreat to the environs of the city. The surrounding towns and villages serve up scoops of French
picturesqueness; there’s Valbonne with its vast market, where even seasoned travelers stop to buy a lavender product; Mougins, Picasso’s final home; and Le
Cannet with its magnificent square on Rue Saint-Sauveur, offering panoramic views over all of Cannes.
Along the coast to the west are the red crags of the
Massif de l’Esterel, with countless inlets—known as
calanques—awaiting intrepid hikers, a spot sought out
by many festival photographers eager for variety and
the chance to delve into their passion. The closest destination could hardly be more distant in terms of atmosphere: a mere fifteen-minute ferry ride from the Croisette, the Îles de Lérins offer idyllic paths fringed with
olive trees, cedars, and cypresses, an inviting location
to spend the whole day strolling around. The further
island, Saint-Honorat, is home to an abbey founded in
the year 400 and still inhabited today, while the nearer,
Sainte-Marguerite, is dominated by Fort Royal where
the »Man in the Iron Mask« was once said to be imprisoned. So almost a movie set after all.
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The beach
Yet there is a way for outsiders to take part in the Film
Festival, and it is prized even by veteran visitors as
one of the best experiences of all. Every evening a film
is screened at the Cinéma de la Plage on the beach
before the Croisette—often a classic, occasionally a
brand-new blockbuster. Anyone can go; no dress code,
no protocol. Cinema for all, with folding chairs and a
soundtrack of mewing seagulls. Lost out in the scrum
of stateside accidental tourists and missed a place directly in front of the screen? Just take up one of the
iconic blue metal chairs on the promenade. And once
the sun has finally coaxed the last vestige of azure from
the sea and vanished, like so many fragmentary impressions of the festival day, that’s when it starts. Curtain up
on the true Cannes.

Back Issues
Many past issues of THE WEEKENDER can be found in our
webshop. Most of them are German only, but the latest ones
are also in English. Take a look around!

the-weekender.com

Our Favourite Shop
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Lillie O’Brien sells home-made jams, jellies, and preserves,
produced in small batches from imaginative recipes. Crammed with
fruit, and loaded with flavor.

London Borough Of Jam
Jam—or jelly in the US, of course—isn’t a luxury. It’s
neither rare nor particularly expensive, and it's available in a vast array of varieties. But none of the jams
that can be found on the shelves of supermarkets, organic stores, or delis can hold a candle to those preserves
made by moms or grans using produce from their own
gardens. If you don’t have access to a regular supply of
home-made jelly, you’re in luck: Lillie O’Brien’s is the
perfect place to slake your craving. Her tiny store on a
residential street in London’s trendy Hackney is crowded with jars of seasonal fruit preserves.
Trained patissière Lillie, now forty-two, spent six
years in charge of the dessert station at »St. John Bread
and Wine« in Shoreditch, the more casual outpost of
Fergus Henderson’s famed nose-to-tail flagship »St.
John.« The focus at »Bread and Wine« was likewise on
new British cuisine, seasonal dishes, and attention to
regionally sourced foods. The donuts from the inhouse
bakery sold like, well, hot cakes. Lillie O’Brien filled
thousands with her own home-made raspberry jelly, before deciding to ditch the donuts and just sell the filling
in her own store as a homage to the fine art of classy
confiture.
And so 2012 saw the opening of »London Borough of Jam.« The name is a nod to its location’s official designation—the London Borough of Hackney.
An extensive range of fruit preserves covers the whole
of one wall inside the store, the upcycled furnishings
of its interior created by designer Michael Marriott.
Eleven varieties are on offer, bearing witness to Lillie’s
years of experience as a professional chef: damson and
black pepper, greengage and fennen pollen, strawberry
and rosewater, all in 100-gram jars priced at £5.50. Her
best-sellers are rhubarb and cardamom, and raspberry
and hibiscus flower.
But LBJ is also a place where you can drink coffee, buy Japanese and English tea and kitchen accessories, and take part in her occasional jam-making workshops. After all these years, she reports that she still
has to field bemused inquiries: »A store that only sells
jelly?« people ask. »Is that for real?«

Text Lorraine Haist

It certainly is. Lillie has clearly identified a gap
in the market. She sells the majority of her products to
retailers, but also has a webshop supplying customers
worldwide; there are even dedicated distribution partners in the USA and Japan. »My jams are so popular
because the flavors are fruit-driven, not sugar-driven,«
she proclaims firmly. She never mixes different fruits,
preferring to allow the character of a single fruit to
shine. Lillie’s jams have a fruit content of 60 percent
and contain only ripe fruits sourced from the UK and
Europe, cane sugar, and natural pectin—and, in many
of the recipes, herbs picked from Lillie’s own garden.

Photos Sophie Davidson

→ londonboroughofjam.com

In her tiny store
in Hackney, Lillie
O'Brien slakes
her customers‘
cravings for homemade preserves.

Kitchen
Impossible
Copenhagen
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In her chosen home of
Denmark, German
product designer Tanita
Klein found the courage
to create a modular
kitchen system. Her
POSSI kitchen is a new
take on the »Frankfurt
kitchen.« We visited her
in Copenhagen.

Photos & Text Nadja Angermann
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A freezing sea breeze sweeps the car park in the Meatpacking District, Copenhagen’s popular nightlife area
in Kødbyen. Sunset was earlier in the afternoon. Even
in November, on this Friday evening crowds of young
people are gathering in front of the bars and restaurants.
A knot of people has likewise gathered at one of
the many showrooms that are also located in the district.
The display space inside the floor-to-ceiling display
window is decorated with piles of broccoli and kitchen
utensils. Organic wine is flowing copiously as Copenhagen’s design scene admires the free-standing kitchen
units in vibrant hues of orange, green, blue, and pink
that are stealing the show from every fashion outfit on
display. But what looks like the opening night of a cutting-edge pop-up restaurant is in fact the launch of the
modular kitchen system POSSI.
The event feels like closing a circle: within eyeshot in the same district is Space10, Ikea’s research and
design lab where POSSI founder Tanita Klein scooped
a coveted place on one of the residential programs two
years ago. The immediate trust shown in her potential
and the responsibility assigned to her as sole head of
projects like »Bee Home,« a new take on the classic
beehive, encouraged her to pursue her own ideas as
well. »I felt I was being taken seriously as a designer,
which hadn’t always been the case previously in Germany. My designs were understood and appreciated at
lightning speed without the need for explanations or justification,« recalls the 32-year-old.

The vision of a modular kitchen system had already begun to materialize during her studies at the
Hochschule für Gestaltung (HfG) in Offenbach, a design school near her home city of Frankfurt am Main.
»Das neue Frankfurt,« New Frankfurt, was the name of
a social housing project initiated by Ernst May, which
in turn inspired the »Frankfurt kitchen.« Developed in
the mid-1920s by architect Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky,
this was a modern fitted kitchen based on a series of
modules which all had the same core design and were
thus easy to reproduce. A concept that Tanita Klein still
regards as highly relevant today, almost a century later:
»I was always fascinated by the balance between esthetics, function, and flexibility, accompanied by the social
aspect.«
But Tanita Klein also places individuality and
sustainability in the foreground, believing that in our
fast-paced society, the objects with which we surround
ourselves need to be as flexible as possible in order to
adapt to the circumstances of our lives. That applies
particularly to our kitchens, which have long become

The launch of the contemporary kitchen system
was held in Copenhagen’s Meatpacking District,
a popular nightlife haunt. With copious organic
wine and a display window full of broccoli.
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sociable centers of congregation. »Given that, I find it
all the more contradictory that our twenty-first-century
fitted kitchens virtually vanish into the space they occupy and have little connection with function or with
shared cooking,« comments the designer. With funding
from the German state of Hesse, Klein took her drafts
and developed a business plan for a modular kitchen
which can be used from every side.
POSSI is now an independent company, in partnerships with manufacturers from Denmark, Austria,
and Germany. The website provides interested readers
with an in-depth overview of the basic collection, available in a range of sizes and colors. Orders are placed by
email or in a personal appointment at a pop-up event;
then the production line goes into action. The pressboard used for the cupboard fronts is produced using

oak from managed forestry sources in Austria; the metal
elements are from powder-coated steel and stainless
steel, which is fully recyclable.
And if the budget doesn’t yet stretch to a fullscale POSSI kitchen, customers can make a start with a
simple shelf in bright colors. After all, it can always grow
from there. That’s the beauty of Tanita Klein’s idea.
→ possi.kitchen
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Pretty Hôtels

MAISON°9,
Cassis / Cote d’Azur

On the Waterfront

Another lady from Hamburg bent
on sweetening our Mediterra
nean vacation is Cynthia Kaiser-Maus. Formerly an interior
designer for villas in the
tony German resort of Kampen
on the island of Sylt, she has
preferred to spend the past

In this series Robert Kittel,
founder of Pretty Hôtels,
presents very special hotels
and favorite places to stay.
This time: enchanting bed and
breakfasts near the beach
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To find out more about these hotels and many more, visit pretty-hotels.com
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Sicily
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Vivai del Valentino
is an estate in Sicily
where Mediterranean
plants and exotic
cacti are given a home.
And where visitors
can unwind in tune
with nature.

Grow
Photos Martina della Valle

Text Cristina Ropa
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The bright ivory white of the limestone rock, the centuries-old olive trees with
their sinuous trunks and majestic foliage, the sea sparkling in the sunlight:
these scenes unfold before my gaze as we travel towards Marina di Modica, the
location of our destination. In this setting everything appears pure and pristine, every element expresses a unique and marvelous vitality. Land of myths,
legends, and conquests, of a wild and luxuriant nature that offers panoramas
of extraordinary beauty here in intense and rustic Sicily.
»After studying landscape architecture in Genoa, I decided to return
to work in the family business,« Stefania Allibrio tells me during our journey.
When we arrive at our destination, I am confronted by plants up to twelve
meters high, flanked by other smaller, chubbier species and still others in
warmer hues bristling with long spines. An idyllic oasis.
We are at Vivai del Valentino, some twenty-five acres on which, forty
years ago, Stefania’s parents Marina and Giovanni first started to cultivate ornamental succulents and palm trees from all over the world with passion and
patience. A market that did not exist at that time.
»My father initially grew tomatoes,« explains Stefania. »Then he met
Guglielmo Betto, a lawyer and expert in botany, who passed all his knowledge
on to my parents by bringing them seeds collected during his travels. The
plants have withstood our Mediterranean climate and have managed to adapt
and thrive beautifully. Globularias, crassulaceae, columnar trees and plants,
agaves, sanseveriae, trailing and hanging plants, aloes…. To date we have
hundreds, or probably thousands of species; we’ve lost count!«
The main road that crosses the entire estate is lined with ancient equipment for pressing oil and shelling almonds, the signs of a past that still lives
on in the present. The potential that can arise when human talent is placed
at the service of nature, listening to it, loving it, and valuing it, is immense.
»The growth of these plants is marked by various phases,« Stefania
explains to me while we tour the nursery in the company of her father and
his inseparable companion, Otto the dog. »After sowing, we place them in a
sort of incubator. After that we move them to larger pots, and so on for each
growing phase.«
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It’s a meticulous job that requires a lot of care.
Long lines of plants of different sizes and shapes stretch
out under tents heated by the climate without artificial
aids. Each species with its own unique details and its
own DNA. The energy exuded by all this diversity is
amazing.
At the bottom of the greenhouse where customers
can browse is the »Cactus Hospital,« where ailing plants
are rescued by the expert hands of the family team. Every corner of the nursery hides a surprise, telling a story
of a fusion between tradition and innovation.
An enthusiastic couple from Belgium have arrived during my tour and ask Stefania for some information about designing their garden. Stefania dedicates
herself to them with cordiality, professionalism, and
sympathy. »What I love most about my job is creating
bonds,« she affirms. This is perceived even more clearly
in how she manages the agriturismo farm stay venture,
launched twelve years ago under the name »Dimore del
Valentino.«
»In the 1860s, this place was a large farm belonging to my grandparents. We have built six apartments
that we constantly improve, inspired by the advice of
the customers with whom we have established beautiful
friendships. We spend the evenings together when they
come here, and visit them in their own countries during
the rest of the year.«
As we approach the swimming pool we hear the
clang of bells, those typically worn by mountain cows.
»Here are Liliana and Flora, a Ragusan species of don-

The old farm of Stefania‘s grandparents was
gradually transformed into a plant nursery with six
vacation apartments.
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»It is not easy to convey to people
the value of time and waiting.«
— Stefania Allibrio

key,« Stefania says. »Then there’s Gabriella the goat and Valentino the pony.
They may look sweet, but they’re very wily«. The educational farm is another
activity that enlivens this place.
The many attractions include creative workshops, gardening and cookery courses, and summer campuses, held close to nature with the aim of fostering a better understanding of it. These activities are designed to showcase
the local landscape and to preserve traditions such as harvesting carob pods
and olives, preparation of homemade bread and other baked goods, and much
more.

Seeds from all over the world
Stefania delights in her multiple roles: she oversees the nursery, manages the farmhouse, and has organized weddings ever since one of her clients
chose the nursery as an ideal location. In addition, she continues to design
gardens—her passion.
»It is not easy to convey to people the value of time and waiting. Nature
has its own rhythm and characteristics that we cannot change. Succulents, for
example, are self-sustaining. At some point they get used to the environment,
and you must learn to respect what they need.«
The art of listening and patience are qualities that nature forces you to
develop if you want to commune with her, and that you can also put back into
the relationship. »What I hate is also what I love. It is not easy to get along
well in a family-run business. There are no strict timetables here, and we always work closely together. My parents, however, listened to our plans for our
projects and helped us to put them into practice. They gave me the curiosity
to always experiment with new things.«
The next day Leonardo, Stefania’s brother and head of the family olive
oil factory, took me through the circular economy chain that is behind every
bottle of their oil. Everything is reused, starting with the pomace—a mass of
pulp residues and stone fragments, which is sold as a natural fuel. A further
farmhouse is also being built here on a strip of land, from which Malta is
visible in the distance on a clear day. Leo is deeply engaged in humanitarian
projects in Africa, where he founded a non-profit organization. A windsurfing
enthusiast, at lunchtime after the visit he runs down to the beach to ride the
waves and enjoy the magnificently sunny day.
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Collaboration without clock-watching
However, we head towards Stefania’s parents’ house where Marina, her
mother, awaits us for lunch: spaghetti allo scoglio, salad with fennel, oranges,
and olives—typical of these places—and artichoke carpaccio with bottarga.
As I continue to fill my plate, delighted by so much authentic goodness, I
listen to her story: »When we first started the company, my husband and I
relied completely on Guglielmo. He was our guide. We were very young, and
he believed in us. When he passed away, all too soon, we felt we had lost a
father. The decision to continue was a difficult one, but we resolved to do it to
carry on his legacy. The seeds he had brought us from all over the world were
incredible, and we were passionate about experiencing everything he taught
us on our own land«.
The story of Vivai del Valentino is deeply rooted in the communication
of knowledge and trust for the future. Stefania’s older sister Denise, an engineer at Lampedusa airport, joins us for dessert. Despite the distance, she also
assists with the management of the company: »During the lockdown I went to
help them in the nursery. It was lovely, and a great blessing to spend so much
time outdoors with the family«.
A few days have now passed since my return, and the little box full
of beautiful plants that I chose during my stay has made it all the way to my
home. With it is a surprise—some oil from Leo’s mill, and some of the delicious jams made at the estate.
Now all I have to do is to put the precious advice of the Allibrio family into practice and create many corners of succulent plants in the
house, in the garden, and on the balcony. Just like the seeds from which
the nursery’s magnificent plants sprang, an ancient knowledge of immense
value continues to propagate and teach us the love and dedication to nature which is our most cherished treasure.
→ vivaidelvalentino.com

Never Never Land
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In this section people from this issue tell us about their utopian dreams.
This time: Linda Zervakis.

If I could choose, I would own an apartment or a small cottage with a sea view. I’d go swimming
every morning; the sound of the sea is so soothing. Afterwards I would stop by to see my
donkeys as I like these animals very much. In the evening, I would most look forward to seeing
illuminated streets and houses. Of course, an environment like this would encourage me to invite
many guests to pass the time with. The best thing about the apartment, however, would be
some kind of feature that would prevent me from smelling like food after I finished cooking.
Illustration Alex Jahn

